REMEmBERING THE

1960s AND

WOODSTOCK

THE JOHN O’SULLIVAN MEMORIAL CONCERT

A NIGHT OF MUSIC FROM AND
COMMENTARY ON AN ICONIC DECADE

WED. OCT 16

KAYE AUDITORIUM

FLORIDA ATLANTIC UNIVERSITY

BOCA RATON

7 P.M.

As we approach the 50-year anniversary of the Woodstock Music Festival, we celebrate the music of the 60’s. Commercial music students Jayla Thompson, Stephanie Panekwisch, and Sam Miller will bring the festival to life with songs like “Blowin in the Wind,” “If I Had a Hammer,” and more. FAU Professor Kelly Shannon will provide narrative on the culture and times surrounding the iconic festival.

TICKET INFORMATION
VISIT FAUEVENTS.COM or 561-297-6124

COMMUNITY: $20

FAU STAFF, FACULTY, ALUMNI:
FREE WITH ONLINE SIGN IN OR WITH ID AT UNION BOX OFFICE

OLLU BOCA PATRONS - SEE EMAIL FOR DISCOUNT CODE

FAU STUDENTS: FREE (WITH VALID OWL ID AT DOOR)

*ADDITIONAL BOX OFFICE FEES MAY APPLY